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Co-Curricular Enrichment
At Queen Ethelburga’s Collegiate, alongside academic success, it is our intention to 
provide students with a holistic education and the opportunity to develop knowledge, 
skills and experience beyond the classroom. With a team of staff dedicated to this, 
our Co-Curricular provision carries great importance at QE with many activities 
and trips that run alongside our academic curriculum to enrich student experience. 
 
Our Super-Curricular programme aims to extend student knowledge and skills 
beyond the curriculum, offering students options relating to specific career paths such 
as medicine or engineering, develop debating and enterprise skills, or simply build a 
wider and deeper knowledge of topics within a range of subjects including English, 
Mathematics, languages, humanities, social sciences, charity and volunteering. The 
Super-Curricular programme is delivered within the timetabled school day.

Our Enrichment Activities programme aims to develop the personal and holistic 
development of students and their involvement in the Collegiate community and 
beyond. The Enrichment Activities programme offers students over 70 activities 
across the below enrichment categories. It is delivered at lunchtime and after-school, 
to compliment the Super-Curricular programme.

Taking up an activity regularly is very important, facilitating intellectual, 
emotional, social and moral development. Regular commitment to an activity will 
also bolster university or employment applications of senior students. We believe 
that enriching your educational experience starts with providing an extensive Co-
Curricular programme covering the following Enrichment categories:

Community
CONTRIBUTE to the Collegiate community, organising fundraising 
for charity, volunteering for conservation and community work. e.g. 
regularly representing the Collegiate or competitive house etc.

Creativity
EXPRESS creativity through artistic design, performance, higher or-
der thinking e.g. STEM, Poetry by Heart, chess, debating, gymnastics, 
dance and related colours etc.

Culture
IMMERSE yourself in cultural experiences e.g. the theatre perfor-
mances in the King’s Theatre (free!), opera, formal dinners, experiencing 
other cultures, visiting other countries etc.

Health, 
Exercise & 
Resilience

PARTICIPATE in weekly activities beneficial to physical, social and 
mental well- being, showing dedication and improvement e.g. the gym, 
swim, spinning, team games, meditation, yoga, THRIVE, nutrition di-
ary, achieving sports colours etc.

Leadership

LEAD others so they follow your example e.g. mentoring a new student, 
motivating and inspiring the team you captain, player of the match if 
it relates to you influencing others, chairing a committee/council, being 
a prep buddy, debating and gaining support for your opinion, helping 
someone to improve or change their actions/behaviour etc.

The activities in this brochure may be delivered via our Super-Curricular or our 
Co-Curricular Enrichment programme. 

Emma J Chapman - Head of Co-Curricular
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Community
CONTRIBUTE to the Collegiate community, organising fundraising for 
charity, volunteering for conservation and community work. e.g. regularly 
representing the Collegiate or competitive house etc.

BBC Young Reporter 
Learn about what it takes to be a journalist: sniff out fake news, conduct interviews and 
make the headlines.

Charity Leaders & Volunteers
This activity will enable students to thoroughly plan and prepare for fund raising events. 
They will work together to consider the best options and smooth running of charitable 
events. A great activity for those who want to get involved in charity work and learn how to 
organize and plan an event.

Community Project Zambia
This activity aims to support the students and teachers at Gota Gota Primary and 
Secondary School in Zambia. Students who volunteer to help will meet weekly to 
provide this support from the UK by fundraising, creating educational resources and 
sourcing equipment. In addition, students can also take a trip to Zambia to deliver 
vital resources, sports and medical equipment and provide practical support in restoring 
buildings, teaching, mentoring and leading extra-curricular activities for the children 
and their teachers. By participating in this weekly activity and/or visiting the school, 
students will gain a greater sense of awareness of the challenges faced by others around 
the world, including health, education and conservation; here is a real opportunity to 
make a sustainable impact. 

Environment Club
You will explore environmental issues on a range of scales, learn how the planet is 
polluted and what people are doing to try to protect it. Get an opportunity to help save 
the planet yourself.

Nursing Home Volunteering 
This unique activity is perfect for those students who would like to gain experience of 
working in the care or health service. Students will spend their time socializing with the 
residents and assisting them with basic care needs such as serving tea and coffee and 
playing board games. The nursing home have described this as the ‘highlight of the week’ 
for some of the residents. We are hoping to provide more opportunities for this popular 
activity, which is not only beneficial for the residence but hugely rewarding to our students 
personally and for their DofE Award.

Tea, Cake and Faith 
A relaxed opportunity to think about faith, discuss issues and have a cup of tea and cake 
as you talk! All faiths (or none) are welcome to come along to think, question, discuss 
or simply listen.
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Creativity 
 
EXPRESS creativity through artistic design, performance, higher order 
thinking e.g. STEM, Poetry by Heart, chess, debating, gymnastics, dance and 
related colours etc.

Advanced Coding
Explore coding for fun, create games in Unity or Py; explore how computers can be used 
to control devices such as mini cars and robot arms, or take a look at how AI works.

Astronomy
Learn about astronomy theory and practice. Study the history of Astronomy and 
improve your research and analytical skills at the same time.

BAFTA Young Game Designers 
BAFTA Young Game Designers Award is a competition that inspires students to create, 
develop and present their new game ideas to the world. This activity also gives a great 
insight into the UK games industry. Students will work towards entering either the 
Games Design Award or Games Concept Award, where you get the chance to design 
and develop your own unique game. So, whether interests lie in coding or creating digital 
artwork, there is something here for everyone.

Baking Club
The activity is run by catering professionals and is very popular! Students will learn how to 
bake a range of sweet, savoury and healthy treats.

Chess Club
The Chess Club is open to players of all standards from beginner to expert. In the club 
there will be the opportunity to play friendly games, take part in occasional tournaments 
and competitions and to try to solve chess problems. Real enthusiasts can play through 
the great games from chess history and see if they can follow the grandmasters’ ideas.

Code Club
Create computer games, animations and websites, and learn how to use technology 
creatively. Projects use Scratch, HTML & CSS, Python and a variety of other coding 
languages.

Comic Making Club 
Using the website www.pixton.com students have access to thousands of already made 
comics. They can read comics but, best of all, they can create their own storyboard using 
the large bank of characters, objects and backgrounds.

Cooking for University 
The Cooking for University activity is designed to give students an insight into creating 
nutritious meals on a budget, when they are looking after themselves away from home 
during term-time. The meals include both sweet and savoury dishes and can be made 
easily on a restricted budget using fresh ingredients. The course also teaches some basic skills, 
techniques and recipes. Each student will receive a recipe booklet at the end of the course 
which includes all the dishes made.

Creative Cooking Club 
The activity is run by catering professionals. Students will learn how be more creative 
in the kitchen; cooking steak, making their own pasta and baking delicious chocolate 
brownies are some of the highlights!

CREST Awards 
The CREST Awards scheme is the British Science Association’s flagship programme 
for young people. Around 30,000 students in the UK gain CREST Awards every year. It 
is the only nationally recognized accreditation scheme for STEM project work (Science, 
Technology, Engineering and Mathematics) subjects, providing Science enrichment ac-
tivities to inspire and engage 5 to 19 year olds.

Critical Thinking
This activity develops your ability to reason, challenge assumptions, analyse evidence 
and think independently. It invites you to ask questions and create new answers about 
a range of issues.
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Fashion & Textiles
Creative and practical fashion and textile projects for 
students that would like to experiment in making a range 
of clothing and accessories.

History of Art
Investigate and explore the work of, and ideas from, our 
great artists and designers. There will be the opportunity 
to complete work on both a practical and theoretical level

Investor Challenge 
The Investor challenge is an activity for sixth form 
students who will be taking part in a national competition. 
Working in small teams the students will be involved in 
researching corporate trends and performance along with 
economic factors that will help them to pick different shares 
or equities using fantasy funds, not real money! Teams 
with strong performance in their investment portfolios will 
advance to a regional final and if successful onto national finals. The activity is mainly about 
working in teams, having fun and learning about investments.

Junior Mathematics Challenge 
The Junior Mathematics Challenge is a national competition recognized by all 
universities as a good indicator of a student’s ability to solve complicated problems and 
a good measure of their aptitude for persevering when first attempts fail. It is also respected 
by many professional bodies, in particular the Actuarial Society who are its main sponsors.

Knitting and Embroidery 
Students can learn or perfect the very therapeutic skill of knitting or improve their 
embroidery skills to make many items such as pictures, pencil case or greetings cards, 
all of which make perfect gifts! The nature of the activity makes for a very calm and 
mindful atmosphere. 

Lego Club
Lego Club will allow students’ ideas to take shape in a creative, non-competitive environ-
ment. Using the world’s favourite construction blocks, each week the students will have the 
chance to start something new or continue with their masterpieces. The search for the Master 
Builders of the future starts here!

Mindfulness Colouring 
A creative and fun activity where students can colour using different materials encouraging 
originality and sharing ideas. It is a good opportunity to socialize or have some quite time 
in a calm environment at the end of a busy school day.

Music Theory 
Music Theory sessions are designed to prepare students to take ABRSM theory 
examinations. Students are organized into groups, dependent on their current ability 
and understanding of music theory. Students embarking on an early grade, such as 
grade 1, will learn about the basics of notation, the names of notes and duration of 
note values. They will find out about simple time signatures and learn about some 
major scales and keys. 

For those with some knowledge of the rudiments of music, students can progress to 
grade 3 and delve more deeply into the  theory of music. Students will build on the 
basics of notation and find out about some simple and compound time signatures. They 
will also explore major and minor keys and their scales and begin to write their own 
different rhythms.

Some students may progress to work toward the Grade 5 Theory qualification, which 
will complement their understanding of classroom and performance music. Students 
will build on their understanding of earlier grades and learn about the fundamentals of 
music theory, including the C clef, ornaments, different chords and transposition.

facebook.com/QueenEthelburgas twitter.com/qethelburgas
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Photography Club
For current A Level, BTEC or GCSE Photography students who wish to explore and 
expand their darkroom or digital photography skills.

Pottery Club
Come to Pottery Club and learn about working in the wonderfully adaptable material 
that is clay. Students will design and make their own hand-built sculptures which we will 
then fire in the kiln and glaze for them to take home.

Psychology
Learn about the different perspectives of psychologists when explaining and 
understanding behaviour. Study topics such as memory and conformity and build 
research skills.

Science and Engineering Club QE 
This is for students who are interested in all the Sciences and technology/engineering. 
Students are encouraged to think about a project that interests them and spend time 
researching, designing and building their chosen project/models. Previously students 
have built ice cream makers, bridges, drones, balsa planes and clocks. In turn they gain 
skills in designing, using a variety of tools etc. Students may need to source additional 
materials for larger projects for this activity. This activity can contribute to a student’s 
DofE Award (skill).

Warhammer and Airfix 
The Warhammer and Airfix club provide students the time to build and decorate models 
which can then be used to play against each other. They can share comics and stories 
with other students who are fans of this popular game.

Culture
IMMERSE yourself in cultural experiences e.g. the theatre performances in 
the King’s Theatre (free!), opera, formal dinners, experiencing other cultures, 
visiting other countries etc.
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Chamber Choir (Senior & Experienced) 
This choir specialises in chamber music and is for our senior students and experienced 
male and female singers. It is usually open to students who are already members of 
QE Choir and students can sign up to audition for this activity. The Chamber Choir 
performs throughout the year both on site and at various events away from school. 

Choir KM 
KM Choir is open to all students in King’s Magna.  The choir enjoys singing 
arrangements of well-known songs both at events within school and in the 
wider community. Students do not need to be able to read music, as songs are taught 
during rehearsals. This activity is ideal for students who already receive vocal tuition and 
provides the opportunity to continue to develop their singing voice, alongside others with 
a similar interest.

Choir QE 
QE Choir is open to all College and Faculty students at QE. The choir enjoys singing 
a wide range of musical repertoire in a variety of styles in 2 or 3 parts. In addition 
to performing at events in the local community, members of QE choir have the 
opportunity to perform at a number of high-profile Collegiate events, such as the 
Carol Service and Speech Day. Students do not need to be able to read music, as songs 
are taught during rehearsals. This activity is ideal for students who already receive 
vocal tuition and provides the opportunity to continue to develop their singing voice, 
alongside others with a similar interest. 
 
Drama KM 
Develop your performance skills through fun exercises and drama games and explore 
the music, choreography and script used for our KM Drama Production in 2020.

Drama QE 
Develop your character-building and performance skills using workshops, games and 
techniques then apply them in ongoing projects in the King’s Theatre such as Ghost 
Night, Chicago and The Pillowman. 

For the Love of Words 
From anagrams to alliteration, poetry to puns, we have endless linguistic devices at our 
disposal. This session is for students who wish to continue to develop their skills with 
the written word. 
 
French Beyond the Classroom 
This activity will highlight cultural differences in France and other French speaking 
countries through a range of activities.

Orchestra (Senior and Junior) 
Orchestra rehearsals provide an ideal opportunity for students who already play a 
traditional instrument to come together to prepare traditional repertoire for on-site 
musical events such as the Carol Concert and Speech Day. We are looking for students 
who already possess music reading skills and who play the following instruments: 
violin, viola, cello, flute, oboe, clarinet, saxophone, bassoon, trumpet, horn, trombone.
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Pitch Perfect (as seen at the Movies!)

Pitch Perfect is a new singing group which facilitates students working together on 
developing harmonies and performing exciting arrangements of a wide range of popular 
songs. Students will have opportunities to listen to, explore and perform singing in the 
A-Capella style in addition to accompanied songs, taking inspiration from the songs of 
Glee and Pitch Perfect.

Poetry by Heart 
This activity is designed for students to share their love and interest of poetry with 
peers and contribute to a live a production, should they so wish.

Production Band 
Production Band provides the opportunity, for those students who are involved in 
QE’s annual production, to come together to prepare the accompanying music for the 
main Collegiate performance of the year. This is a great opportunity to meet other 
musicians and work collaboratively with other sections of Creative Arts and perform 
in the orchestra pit or on stage.   

Rock/Pop Band 
Rock/Pop Band is a student-led ensemble which provides the opportunity to practice 
and perform a range of pop and rock repertoire using a range of instruments and 
equipment. It is suitable for anyone who has an interest in developing their musical 
skills and work collaboratively to make music.

Samba Band 
Samba Band enables students to learn about samba instruments and enjoy playing 
together to explore the various rhythms and sounds that this spectacular group of 
musicians can create. This is a new activity for QE and one which promises to be lots 
of fun.

Spanish for Beginners 
If you have never studied Spanish before, this is your chance to start! In this option 
you will learn vocab, phrases and grammar, so that you can hold a conversation in 
Spanish.

String Group  
String Group provides the opportunity for our experienced violin/viola/cello players, of 
grade 5 or above standard, to explore a range of repertoire and enjoy playing together. 
It is particularly useful to support those who are already receiving instrumental tuition 
on a string instrument and provides students with the opportunity to continue to 
develop their ensemble playing skills, alongside others with a similar interest.
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Violin Club 
Violin Club provides the opportunity for our younger violin players to enjoy playing 
music together and explore a range of music. It is particularly useful for those who 
already receive instrumental tuition on the violin and provides the opportunity to play 
alongside others with a similar interest.

World Culture
Students following this activity will examine and explore a variety of cultural, religious 
and ethical issues from around the world.
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Health, Exercise & Resiliance
PARTICIPATE in weekly activities beneficial to physical, social and 
mental wellbeing, showing dedication and improvement e.g. the gym, 
swim, spinning, team games, meditation, yoga, THRIVE, nutrition diary, 
achieving sports colours etc.

Basketball
Senior Boys Year 10-13
Basketball provides an opportunity for boys to play recreationally and competitively. 
Activities provide both recreational opportunity as well as competitive team practice 
for those students wanting to represent the Collegiate as well as a structured learning 
environment where students can progress and develop their understanding of 
basketball.

QE competes in the U19 Academies Basketball League and in the U17 & U19 
National Schools competition. This year QE will also compete in the Basketball 
England U18 National League, as the QE York Knights, with a 1st  

Training sessions are professionally run team practices for serious players. This 
competition schedule provides lots of opportunity for players to play competitively.

If the competitive environment is not the route you wish to take, then QE also offers 
a recreational league for players of all ability, allowing them to come along and play for 
fun.

 Senior Girls Year 10-13 
The girls are coached by ex-professional players and GB International Steph Gandy. 
This session is for both recreational and competitive players. The sessions provide a 
mix of opportunity to play both recreationally and in a competitive environment.
Regardless of ability all players are given the opportunity to progress and improve their 
game.

Year 6-9 Boys 
QE has teams from years 6-9, playing against schools across the region. The sessions 
also provide players the opportunity to experience a team practice in a fun way, helping 
them master basic skills and team concepts that help them develop. The sessions 
prepare them for competing in structured competitions.

Year 6-9 Girls 
The girls are coached by ex-professional players and GB International Steph Gandy. 
This session is for both recreational and competitive players. The sessions provide 
a mix of opportunity to play both recreationally and in a competitive environment. 
Regardless of ability all players are given the opportunity to progress and improve their 
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game.

Basketball cont;

Year 3-5  
Students will master the basic skills of the game to allow them to enjoy the game as 
well as progress to competitive basketball if they would like to, both within  
Chapter House and King’s Magna. Practices will be both structured and fun preparing 
student for competing for a team in the future. 
 

Cheerleading 
Cheerleading for all ability levels, whether you want to try something new or develop 
your existing dance and gymnastics skills. Students will also have the option of 
training towards a performance in the annual Gym and Dance display. 
 
Contemporary Dance 
Work towards the creation of choreography, influenced by professionals such as 
Martha Graham, Mia Michaels and Motion House Company, to showcase throughout 
the year. Students will also have the option of training towards a performance in the 
annual Gym and Dance display. 
 
Couch to 5K
Couch to 5K is a hugely popular nationwide running programme designed for complete 
beginners. Starting with a brisk walk then increasing the amount of jogging each week. 
By the end of the programme students will be able to run the full 5km (3 miles). A fan-
tastic way to progressively improve health.

 
Climbing 
During this activity, at selected times, students will have access to the climbing facil-
ities based in the Muggles activity centre. Students will undertake basic training by 
qualified instructors and will have the opportunity to put their newly learnt skills to 
the test on our climbing wall. 

Cricket
Year 3-5 
These sessions are open to any student (boy or girl) and are designed to develop the 
core skills of batting, bowling, catching and throwing in addition to learning some of 
the basic rules of the game of cricket. The emphasis of these sessions will be based on 
enjoyment and the development of skills through simple drills and small sided games. 

The more advanced pupils in year five will be introduced to hard ball cricket and in 
the earlier years pupils will work with tennis balls. The idea behind this is to show the 
fundamentals of the game in the hope that both boys and girls will want to progress 
to the participation stage where there is the opportunity to represent the Collegiate in 
several inter-school fixtures. 

Year 6-9 
Again, cricket is open to any student in this part of the Collegiate. Activities generally 
take the form of after-school net sessions and drill work on a variety of skills to 
enhance their technical abilities in all areas of the game. Most of the participants are 
those who have represented the Collegiate and there is the opportunity to introduce 
scenario or game related training where students are encouraged to think more 
tactically about the game and apply their technical abilities to certain situations. 
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Cricket cont; 
Year 10-13  
Training here is more performance based. Students will set their own scenarios and 
work to that by setting fields and generally aiming to create pressure. At this stage, 
the students are encouraged to take ownership of their own learning. They are also 
encouraged to score their own game-based activity and analyse the outcome. Fielding 
drills as well as an awareness of fitness aspects of the game also come to the fore and 
students are again encouraged to take ownership of this themselves. 
 
Fitness 
Develop your physical fitness in the gym, working with a member of staff to develop 
programme that will enable progress in whatever area of physical fitness that you 
wish.

Football 

Year 3-5 Boys and Girls 
Students will develop their individual technical skills, with lots of ball mas-
tery and touches on the football. This will all be done in a fun and challeng-
ing environment, where the players can be creative. Students will develop pass-
ing, dibbling, turning and attacking/defending skills and will take part in small 
sided games where players will improve their understanding of the game. 
 
Year 6-9 Boys and Girls 
Students will develop individual technical skills and improve their understanding 
of the game of football. Players will work on ball mastery, dribbling, passing, turning 
and attacking/defending principles (including 1v1, 2v2, 3v3 situations). Fun small sided 
games will allow the students to work as a team, improve decision making and be creative. 

Year 10-13 Girls
As a result of the ongoing popularity of girls’ football globally, the recent success of the 
England Lioness’ at the World Cup 2019 and the positive engagement that we have had 
from our students, QE will continue to provide girls’ football to the curriculum and activ-
ities programmes. The girls will develop their understanding of the game of football and 
learn to apply skills already learnt through other invasion sports including hockey and 
netball. Girls will learn to pass, dribble and shoot as well as tackle. Girls will develop their 
attacking and defending skills both individually and as a team, in a fun and challenging 
environment.
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Year 10 Boys 
Students will develop individual technical skills and improve their understanding 
of the game, by taking part in a variety of fun based games. Players will have the 
opportunity to play lots of team games, be creative and improve fitness. 

Year 11-13 Boys’ Senior Team Training
These will be structured coaching sessions for students who would like to represent the 
senior 1st and 2nd teams at QE. Players will develop individual skills and improve their 
knowledge of the modern game. Sessions will focus on technical, tactical (including 
attacking and defending principles), physical and psychological aspects of the game. 
Players will focus on their role within the team and work on strategies to prepare the 
team for fixtures.

Year 11-13 Recreational Football
Students will develop individual technical skills and improve their understanding of the 
game, by taking part in a variety of fun based games. Players will have the opportunity 
to play lots of team games, be creative and improve fitness.
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Gym 
Students will have access to our state-of-the-art facilities throughout evenings and 
weekends. They will be able to undertake a range of cardiovascular and strength-based 
activities, whilst supervised and supported by our highly qualified gym staff. Students 
will have set entry times and will be required to complete a gym induction but will 
then have access to all the equipment. Regular attendance at the gym can be used as 
the physical activity for the Duke of Edinburgh’s Award.

Hockey
Year 3-5 Girls and Boys 
With Chapter House there is a strong emphasis on play but also skill development 
within this setting. Passing (pushing) and receiving and introducing eliminating left to 
right and change of pace is used as a differentiation tool for all to excel. At this age, we 
are planning to develop the child holistically with a view to forming a lifelong love of 
sport and activity. 
 
Year 6-9 Girls and Boys & Year 10-13 Boys 
Practices at this age group must focus on providing lots of opportunity for every 
student to increase their perceived sporting competence in the key areas identified as 
fundamental to the beginning of a journey to becoming excellent age group hockey 
players. 

Year 10-13 Senior Girls
Across the senior schools, students can play hockey recreationally as well as compet-
itively within the U15, U16 and senior 1st and 2nd teams. Within practices students 
will learn to and develop their ability to carry, eliminate at pace and face pressure with 
the use of 3-D skills.Players will be comfortable on the ball and look to play facing 
pressure and going forwards and to space as much as possible. Players will also develop 
their ability to defend all over the pitch and in and around the circle. 
 

K-Pop Dance
K-Pop dance is for any student who is interested in learning K-Pop dance moves and 
routines in a fun, relaxed session. No experience necessary, just a love of K-Pop music 
and group choreography. Students will also have the option of training towards a per-
formance in the annual Gym and Dance display.

Netball 
Year 3-5 
Netball activity in Chapter House is based around having fun, making friends and 
playing together fairly, whilst encouraging fundamental core movement skills needed 
to play the game of netball and other activities. We aim to introduce the basic skills 
of throwing, catching, jumping, landing and shooting. These key skills are developed 
through fun games and activities and help progress an understanding of attack, defence 
and spatial awareness. Our netball activity programme also introduces basic rules and 
positional responsibilities within a modified game called ‘High 5 Netball’ where players 
rotate and experience all positions. This provides a great foundation in progressing to a 
full game of netball. Participating in netball at this stage aims to instil a love of physical 
activity and a sense of belonging. 

Year 6-9 
King’s Magna netball activities are a chance for students to accelerate fundamental 
movement skills and refine the acquisition of netball-specific skills. Students begin to 
train and practice in a netball-focussed environment to enable the transfer of skills and 
concepts from practice into games. We develop an understanding of a full game of 
netball, its rules and students start to develop a sense of what positional role they prefer 
or perform best in. Netball activity at this stage introduces an awareness of individual 
and team tactics that are used to compete to win or make the game more challenging. 
Extended opportunities for competition are given and students gain a sense of what is 
necessary to perform in netball. 

facebook.com/QueenEthelburgas twitter.com/qethelburgas
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Netball cont; 

Netball is always delivered inclusively but at this stage we start to allow players of a 
similar ability across King’s Magna to work together. All students wishing to participate 
in netball are given the opportunity via matches and friendlies for A, B & C teams. 
Social and emotional considerations are also taken into consideration at our netball 
activity sessions for each year group. This provides an emphasis on teambuilding, group 
interaction and social activities as a netball team.

Year 10-13
Across the senior schools, netball continues to be offered recreationally as well as 
competitively. With teams at U15, U16, and senior 1st and 2nd teams. Students are 
usually able to decide at this stage which environment they wish to participate in, and 
the activity sessions are delivered to suit the needs of the students in each. To prepare 
students competitively, practice to refine technical skills along with the development of 
physical fitness is paramount. The volume and intensity of training and activity increases. 
Competitions become more important as the focus shifts towards performance. Training 
will stress the development of position-specific technical and tactical skills under 
competitive conditions. Recreationally, students are given the opportunity to enjoy the 
game of netball for the social and health benefits it offers. Students are welcome to come 
‘back to netball’ and friendlies are offered for those still wishing to compete and have a 
passion for netball but are not concerned about the outcome. 

Parkour 
Parkour is a training discipline using movement that developed from military obstacle 
course training.  The aim is to get from one point to another in a complex environment in 
the fastest and most efficient way possible. Parkour includes running, climbing, swinging, 
vaulting, jumping, rolling, quadruple movement and other movements as deemed most 
suitable for the situation. Parkour’s development from military training gives it some 
aspects of a non- combative martial art.
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Rugby
Year 3-6  
In these sessions the students will continue to develop their skills and understanding 
of rugby. Most of the skills and understanding will be developed in small sided condi-
tioned games with a major emphasis being on having fun and enjoying the sport. The 
sessions will be predominantly in age groups and taken by the member of staff who is re-
sponsible for the rugby team in that age group. These sessions are open to any boy in the year 
group, and it is expected that those in the school team, or hoping to be in the school 
team, will attend this club. 

Year 7-10  
In these sessions the students will continue to develop their skills and understanding 
of rugby. These sessions will also include team and position specific skills. A major part 
of these sessions is preparing the school teams for fixtures and therefore all students in the 
school team are expected to attend, those students who are not involved in the school teams 
are also very welcome. The sessions will be predominantly in age groups and taken by the 
member of staff who is responsible for the rugby team in that age group.  

Year 11-13  
If you are wanting to improve and take your rugby seriously you will be expected at 
these sessions, equally, if it is your first time at trying out this sport you will be sup-
ported and encouraged to try things as well as the having the opportunity to represent 
the Collegiate in a competitive match. These sessions are a great way to meet new 
people and get involved in a team sport that encourages togetherness. 

Spinning 
Students can enjoy a high-intensity full body cardio workout to the latest music, 
in our fully equipped Indoor Cycling Studio! Sessions include hill climbing, group 
sprints, and heart rate zone training. Our Christmas Spin comes with tinsel and Santa 
hats! 
 
Street Dance 
Study various street dance styles and different choreographers and have the oppor-
tunity to build your own Street Dance Crew! Students will also have the option of 
training towards a performance in the annual Gym and Dance display. 
 
Swim Development  
This has a very broad spectrum and covers the whole range of swimming ability and 
all four strokes, catering for both swimmers and non-swimmers; the session also 
provides for those who wish to develop their stroke technique or swim for health and 
fitness. The session can also be used as a ‘pathway’ for those individuals who wish to 
swim competitively. 
 
Swim Squads (entry via assessment)  
This activity is for competitive swimmers, therefore a place in the activity and squad 
is via an assessment. Sessions include training all four strokes, the individual medley, 
starts and turns, plus differing levels of work and intensity to condition the students. 
Assessment looks at the swimmer’s strokes from a technical point of view and the 
individual’s ability to handle the training load. 

Swimming – Recreational
This activity is for students who would like to swim during set times over the weekends 
as a way of keeping fit and healthy. There are specific single gender swim times through-
out the weekend, supervised by a QE lifeguard.
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Performance Sport Programme 
exclusive to QE
Athletics, Basketball, Cricket, Football, Hockey, Netball, Rugby, Swimming 
 
For each of the eight sports above we run three separate “Performance 
Sport Programmes” covering: 

·	 Year Groups 7, 8 and 9,

·	 Year Groups 10 and 11,

·	 Year Groups 12 and 13.

We provide all the following for all eight sports at all three age groups: 

·	 A competitive environment where high achieving sports students can use a 
games-based approach to learning, using situational training to improve decision 
making and tactical knowledge. Group sizes will be kept at a level that all students 
are getting consistent contact time and are active throughout the entire session. 

·	 Skill development sessions built to improve technical facets of each sport 
where students can access designated times to work in isolation and in 
very small groups on key areas of improvement. Each session will also aim 
to give the student enough resources, enabling them to be able to repeat 
these drills and sessions in their own time to facilitate consistent growth.  

·	 Age based strength and conditioning programmes that as the students mature will 
link more closely with their IDP (Individual Development Plan). Students will 
begin with how to complete basic movement patterns that promote injury preven-
tion and build a strong base to improve performance. At the end of the pathway 
students will be able to perform and plan strength and conditioning programmes 
that would be expected of them in professional sport and link it to their own IDP. 

·	 Access to video analysis tools that will foster learning and development in a tech-
nology-based environment appropriate to teach today’s youth. ‘Hudl’ will allow 
dialogue between coach and player where they can receive immediate feedback 
and view their own performance and technique in key areas. 

·	 Nutritional support which will encourage students to understand and apply key con-
cepts of how a balanced diet can affect performance and recovery. Workshops will 
allow students to learn when and what to eat regarding sporting performance and a 
healthy lifestyle, with the overall aim of them being able to make smart choices and 
access their athletic potential by the end of the pathway. Being on the Performance 
Sport Programme entitles the student to a nutrition card that allows the bearer to 
extra portions of healthy food in the dining hall to maximise growth and recovery. 

·	 Access to specialist coaches that can push students to achieve their potential in their 
sport. Specific feedback and an environment that promotes self-improvement and 
team accountability will be paramount. Here, students will fully understand what is 
to be expected of them by the end of the pathway into senior sport and will allow easy 
integration into school senior teams. Coaches will have the ability to add or remove 
students that are showing or not showing the required dedication and commitment. 

·	 Physiotherapy and sports massage are available twice weekly, should the student 
require. 

“QE has some of the best facilities in the country.” Former England 
Head Rugby Coach Stuart Lancaster

All programmes follow a unique scheme of work including the latest in tactical, techni-
cal, physical and mental training. They are designed with individual talent development 
as the key component and each player will receive an individual specific development 
programme in order to reach his/her potential. As well as fixtures against regional op-
position, there is a fixture programme that allows the students to test their skills against 
schools and teams from all over the UK.
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Leadership 
 
LEAD others so they follow your example e.g. mentoring a new student, 
motivating and inspiring the team you captain, player of the match if 
it relates to you influencing others, chairing a committee/council, being 
a prep buddy, debating and gaining support for your opinion, helping 
someone to improve or change their actions/behaviour etc.

Debating
A chance for students of all abilities to develop their debating skills. Develop confident 
communication and critical thinking skills and build understanding of global and 
political affairs. 

Enrichment Club
The Enrichment Club develops your understanding and skills in leadership. Time is 
also spent supporting community projects and developing journalistic skills, promoting 
these in school and on local radio!

Future Medics / Chemistry Olympics Training
Future medics is an activity for students who wish to pursue a career in any medical based 
field. Students can complete a research CREST project, organise charity events, practice their 
debating skills, and improve their BMAT and UKCAT skills.

Girlguiding Young Leader 
Are you looking for a volunteering opportunity that is active, positive and fun? Are you 
enthusiastic about helping others and working with younger children? Would you like 
to develop your leadership, communication and team working skills? Volunteering as 
a young leader with the new Thorpe Underwood Brownies Unit will mean a weekly 
commitment to assist the Brownie leaders during meetings. This could be joining in 
with activities or leading a game or song. You do not need to have any experience 
in Girl Guiding. Training will be provided and there will be an opportunity to gain 
a Young Leadership Qualification. This activity has a limited number of places. 
Preference will be given to those completing the Duke of Edinburgh’s Award. 

Model United Nations 
Every year, more than 400,000 students from primary schools, secondary schools, uni-
versities, and beyond take part in a Model United Nations (MUN). By role-playing 
meetings like the Security Council and General Assembly, participants get a unique 
insight in to how the United Nations works. They research, debate and try to solve some 

of the world’s most pressing problems just like the real thing. It is great fun, giving 
students the opportunity to meet new people. It also helps to develop and demonstrate 
key skills like public speaking, teamwork and negotiation which will enhance UCAS 
applications.

Young Enterprise
Young Enterprise is the UK’s largest business and enterprise education charity. Every year 
this charity helps 225,000 young people learn about business and the world of work in the 
classroom under the guidance of a network of 5,000 volunteers from 3,500 companies. 
Students will have the opportunity to set up their own enterprise, under the guidance
of a business mentor from industry. Students will compete against local, regional 
and national schools and attend several business networking and sales events.
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Enrichment Paid Activities  
2020-2021
Included in our extensive activities provision are a number of paid 
activity opportunities for students. Paid activities are provided to offer 
opportunities for students to specialize in certain individual activities, 
such as tennis or fencing, with more advanced technical coaching. Such 
activities require external venues and/or instructors and thus incur a cost 
and parental consent before a student commences paid activities.

Emma J Chapman - Head of Co-Curricular

Community 
 
CONTRIBUTE to the Collegiate community, organising fundraising 
for charity, volunteering for conservation and community work. e.g. 
regularly representing the Collegiate or competitive house etc. 
 
Brownies
Brownies is a weekly activity for girls in Years 3 to 5. Girls who attend Brownies have a 
safe space to express themselves, develop skills for the future and have adventures. This 
is a fantastic opportunity for Chapter House students to socialize with girls in other year 
groups and make new friends. Brownies develop confidence and skills by experiencing 
new things and taking on challenges. From games and songs, to outdoor activities and 
sleepovers, Brownies allows girls to be themselves. Girls will have the opportunity to 
earn badges related to the things of interest to them – blogging, dancing, recycling, aero-
nautics, reading and stargazing are a selection of the badges the girls can choose from. 
 
Rainbows
Rainbows is exciting, friendly and a lot of fun! Children who join the Rainbows learn 
and grow through a programme of age-appropriate activities, trips and adventures – 
both in their regular meetings and at special events. Rainbows follow a fun and exciting 
programme that is all about learning by doing, developing self-confidence and building 
friendships. Girls get their hands dirty with arts and crafts, do sports, get in touch with 
nature and play games with girls their own age. Girls can join Rainbows from their 5th 
birthday.

Creativity 
 
EXPRESS creativity through artistic design, performance, higher order 
thinking e.g. STEM, Poetry by Heart, chess, debating, gymnastics, dance 
and related colours etc. 
 
LAMDA - London Academy of Music and Dramatic Art 
With solo and shared lessons available, and all abilities welcome, LAMDA is one of the 
UK’s oldest and most respected awarding bodies. They have been offering practical exam-
inations in communication and performance subjects for over 130 years. Their qualifica-
tions have helped hundreds of thousands of candidates of all ages and abilities to develop 
lifelong skills. LAMDA exams are about achievement, recognizing and rewarding the 
endeavours of each individual – but they are also about empowerment. Attributes such as 
self-confidence and the ability to communicate clearly and present ideas are key features 
of LAMDA lessons which aim to explore a range of performance skills either in solo or 
group sessions held throughout the week. Our group and solo lessons are available to 
be scheduled Tuesday to Thursday. 

The King’s Academy for Performing Arts  
The King’s Academy for Performing Arts is now our much-established Saturday Drama 
School, which is held every week during term time. All abilities are welcome! All classes are practical 
and based around movement, acting for film and television, improvisation and musical 
theatre.

Classes, which are taught by industry professionals, are open to children aged between 6 
years and 18 years. The King’s Academy aims to promote skills in teamwork, confidence, 
eloquence of speech and public speaking/performance through an intensive but fun 
approach to practical group work. An annual performance showcase will take place each 
year when all students involved in the Academy take part.
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Health & Exercise 
 
PARTICIPATE in weekly activities beneficial to physical, social and 
mental wellbeing, showing dedication and improvement e.g. the gym, 
swim, spinning, team games, meditation, yoga, THRIVE, nutrition 
diary, achieving sports colours etc 
 
Fencing 
Fencing is one of the few sports to have featured in every modern Olympic Games. 
The game is a fast and athletic sport, which takes place on a 14m by 2m strip called 
a piste. The action is so fast that it is judged electronically rather than by eye, so it is 
a fantastic sport to regularly practice building hand-eye coordination and flexibility. 
Lessons are taught in groups and all abilities are welcome.  
 

Golf 
This off-site activity takes place at Rudding Park Golf Club under the guidance of the 
course head professional. It is available to all abilities, from complete beginners to fu-
ture Ryder Cup stars!  Participating in golf is good for your health and your heart - the 
average length walked for a round of golf ranges from 5-7km! Here at the QE, students can 
learn golf in a leisurely, supportive environment, but can also take their golf lessons more 
seriously by entering competitions on an individual basis should they wish to. Lessons are 
taught in groups and all abilities are welcome. 

 
Horse Riding Lessons  
This off-site activity takes place at a local riding school in Harrogate (approx. 25mins 
away). Lessons are available to Year 6-13, in groups for beginners, and semi-private 
lessons and private BHSII and BHSAI lessons are also available, so students can focus 
more intensely on specific riding skills and techniques and develop their balance, 
coordination and stamina. Beginners, novice, intermediate and advanced riders can 
enjoy participating in this exciting activity. Our riding school specializes in dressage, 
show jumping, cross country and style and performance, and owns a large selection 
of horses and ponies that are schooled to a very high standard. 
The physical benefits of participating in Horse Riding include developing balance, 
improving coordination and increasing motor function. Further advantages include 
increased joint mobility, improved spatial awareness, strengthened muscles, patience, 
confidence and self-discipline.

 
Tennis 
Tennis lessons are provided here at QE by our Tennis Coach. Lessons focus on 
learning tactical and technical aspects of the game, as well as match play. Beginners to 
advanced lessons are available, students will be taught in groups based on their ability. 
All shared lessons are taught with a maximum of 4 students per lesson and students 
are grouped by their ability; this is to guarantee each student benefits from every 
lesson. Areas of teaching focus include topspin and slice groundstrokes, firm accurate 
volleys and progressing serving practice. Participating in tennis is an excellent full 
body workout and has the added benefits of boosting brain functions such as memory, 
learning, planning and tactical thinking.
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Leadership
LEAD others so they follow your example e.g. mentoring a new student, 
motivating and inspiring the team you captain, player of the match if 
it relates to you influencing others, chairing a committee/council, being 
a prep buddy, debating and gaining support for your opinion, helping 
someone to improve or change their actions/behaviour etc.

Combined Cadet Force (CCF)
Sponsored and supported by the Ministry of Defence, the Combined Cadet Force 
(CCF) is a voluntary youth organisation that aims to provide challenging, exciting and 
enjoyable activities for young people to better prepare them for their role in the 
community and enhance their future career prospects.

QE’s CCF includes both an Army and RAF section. The Army section follows the 
Army Proficiency Certificate (APC), which includes the following subjects: Drill and 
Turnout; Skill at Arms; Shooting; Map and Compass; Fieldcraft and First Aid. RAF 
section cadets are given the opportunity to fly in both powered aircraft and unpowered 
gliders with the possibility of gaining a pilot’s license before they can even drive!

Both sections undertake initial training before gaining the opportunity to improve their 
skills and knowledge through attending range days, UK based trips/camps off-site and 
one annual overseas exercise available to them.

The progressive syllabus of both sections allows cadets to develop powers of leadership 
which are promoted from the beginning of their CCF career and can lead to attaining 
a position of responsibility within the Contingent. The more time invested in the 
Combined Cadet Force, the bigger the reward, which could lead to any of the following:

APC Basic

APC Advanced

RAF Part 1

RAF Part 2-4

Marksmanship accolades

Bronze, Silver of Gold Duke of 
Edinburgh’s Award

Nijmegen Road Marching Badge

Method of Instruction (MOI)

Adventurous training qualifications

CVQO BTEC Level 1 in Teamwork 
& Personal Skills for Uniformed Youth 
Organisations

CVQO BTEC Level 2 in Teamwork & Personal Development in the Community

CVQO Westminster Award
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Duke of Edinburgh’s Award 
The Duke of Edinburgh’s Award is an internationally recognized qualification that will 
broaden students’ horizons, allow you to learn new things and really have an adventure. 
The award is run at three levels, Bronze, Silver and Gold, which lead to a Duke of 
Edinburgh’s Award. Students must be aged 14 or above for Bronze, 15 or older for 
Silver and 16 or older for Gold. Students must complete a personal programme of 
activities in four sections (five for Gold). Students will find themselves helping people 
or the community (Volunteering), getting fitter (Physical), learning a new skill (Skills), 
going on an expedition (and taking part in a residential activity - Gold only). 

During the expeditions, students will be almost completely self-sufficient, carrying their 
own kit, camping and cooking their own food. Your expedition leaders will be close by, but 
it is the students’ responsibility to complete the award, so an ability to work independently 
is essential. Students will work as a team, solve problems together, build friendships and 
have many experiences that will stay with you for years to come.

Further Information: 
 
How does my son/daughter sign up for a paid activity? 
Students can visit the Co-Curricular Office to gain more information about an activity 
they are interested in attending. For them to attend a paid activity, they must have 
Parent/Guardian consent via the Parent Portal. 
 
How much notice do I need to give to cancel my paid activity? 
A Parent/Guardian must give 1 full term’s notice to cancel a paid activity. Such notice 
is required to forecast numbers and ensure sufficient lessons are available and staffed in 
good time. The Paid Activities Cancellation Form can be found on the Parent Portal.

If my son/daughter is unable to attend a paid activity who should we tell?
Students are encouraged to visit the Co-Curricular Office to inform us if they are 
unable to attend their activity, so the instructor can be made aware. We will endeavour 
to make up missed lessons if students are unable to attend due to other commitments 
in school, but unfortunately this is not always possible. If you require further 
information about any of our Paid Enrichment Activities, please do not hesitate to 
contact activities@qe.org.

Enrichment Trips 
 
We strongly believe that residential trips provide students with 
memorable experiences where they can learn more about themselves and 
the wider world. Each year we provide a wide range of exciting and 
rewarding residential trips in the UK & overseas at weekends and in the 
holidays. These include the opportunity to learn or master a skill such as 
skiing or diving in Europe; contribute to conservation and community 
projects in Africa, Asia and Australia; and learn about history and 
culture in major cities such as Barcelona, London, Rome, New York and 
Washington DC. All our trips aim to develop a passion for exploring the 
world and equip students to become accomplished travellers; developing 
skills to navigate both rural and city landscapes, reading public transport 
systems and timetables, and ordering food in a new language.

Emma J Chapman – Head of Co-Curricular
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UK & International Residential Trips: 
Frequently asked Questions:
How do I apply for my child to join a residential trip?
Each summer, our UK & International Residential Trips Brochure will be sent to parents 
by email introducing the residential opportunities available for the next academic year. A 
letter for each residential trip will usually be sent between May and December, detailing the 
itinerary, demands and cost of that trip. It is important that your child is aware of the nature 
of the trip and what it involves so they are happy to participate in the full adventure. An 
Application and Consent Form will be available on the Parent Portal when you receive 
this letter.

How do I know if my child has a place on a residential trip?
All trips require a minimum of 15 students to be viable, however, our trips are often 
oversubscribed. Applications for a place on a trip will be reviewed by the Trip Leader 
and the relevant Boarding, Co-Curricular, Pastoral and School Team, who will consider 
a variety of factors to confirm places. This includes, but is not limited to, number of 
places, accommodation configurations and the student’s conduct in school and/or 
boarding. The parents of all applicants will be emailed once all places are filled; please 
note this may take a number of weeks, however, it should be shortly after the deadline for 
applications closes. When a trip is oversubscribed, and it is not possible to increase the 
number of places, unsuccessful applicants will be added to a reserve list and contacted 
if a place becomes available. Students with a poor conduct record will not be added to 
a reserve list.

When will I be financially committed to the residential trip?
Once your application for a place on a residential trip is received and a place has been 
confirmed, you will be financially committed to the trip. Charges will be added in full to 
your school account.

What happens if I withdraw my child from a residential trip?
Should you need to withdraw your child from a residential trip, please email trips@
qe.org as soon as possible. The Co-Curricular Trips Team will always endeavour to 
find a replacement; however, this cannot be guaranteed and should not be relied upon. 
Please note, once your application for a place on a residential trip is received and a 
place has been confirmed, charges will be added in full to your school account. Only if a 
replacement can be sourced in good time will a refund be possible. For some trips, this 
may incur a flight name change charge.

If my child attends a residential trip will I receive updates about their 
participation?
All parents will receive confirmation when a residential trip arrives at its destination and 
back to QE. In addition, a mid-week email update will be sent, with further details and 
photographs available on the QE Facebook page, where possible during a trip.
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